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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

NC ONEMAP GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
September 21, 2015 

2:00 to 3:00 PM 

OITS 

 
MINUTES 

 

1. Attending: Chair Stan Duncan, John Farley, Doug Newcomb, David Giordano, Brett Spivey, 

Bob Brinson, Ryan Draughn, Jeff Brown, and on the phone Kathryn Clifton and Dan 

Madding. 

 

2. Minutes of the August 17th meeting were approved as submitted.  

 

3. NC OneMap: more discussion of the framework for managing and applying geospatial data 

 

Mr. Duncan noted that getting the word out about NC OneMap is still a challenge if the lack of 

familiarity among Raleigh economic development hackshop participants is an indication, as 

described by Bob Coats in the Management & Operations Committee meeting earlier this 

afternoon.  

 

The purpose of the framework discussion:  

 Inform development and enhancement of NC OneMap to produce more value to 

government and private data consumers 

 Identify, define, and/or develop concepts, plans, strategies, and statements to guide the 

NC OneMap team 

 Clarify a framework for technical requirements, specifications, and capabilities 

 

Mr. Brown posed questions to guide the discussion: 

 How will data be produced, maintained, organized, discovered, accessed, and applied to 

problems/solutions/questions/business processes?  

 Concerning NC OneMap Vision and Characteristics (last updated in 2010), is there 

anything to change in a statewide enterprise context for today’s and tomorrow’s data and 

technology?  http://www.nconemap.com/Portals/7/documents/nconemap_vision.pdf  

 What concepts were stated in the GIS Report by the SCIO (December 2014)?  

 What concepts were stated in the State IT Strategy?  

 What concepts are stated in the provision that creates the Department of Information 

Technology?  

 

Opportunities include integration of NC OneMap with nc.gov, and adding value to data 

analytics. 

 

  

http://www.nconemap.com/Portals/7/documents/nconemap_vision.pdf
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Mr. Duncan suggested a review of the Vision and Characteristics and revision if needed. 

 

The following points were made by the committee in a thoughtful discussion. 

 

 NC OneMap has two staff members who provide good technical support for database 

administration and application development. What is missing is a full time role for 

outreach and coordination to support currency of datasets maintained by state agencies 

that are discoverable through NC OneMap and achieve wider use of NC OneMap. The 

role could include tracking datasets, communicating with state agencies about updates 

and new datasets, seeking opportunities to apply web services (e.g., a hackshop). That 

role is currently split among three CGIA staff who have many other responsibilities.  

 

 Technology  

o mobile applications for NC OneMap would help expand usage  

o some sort of crowd sourcing application would have outreach value as well as 

potential data value 

o more use of social media would support outreach 

o Doug Newcomb is researching ways to overcome interoperability issues between 

NC OneMap and data.gov, looking for the right person to talk to NC OneMap 

staff 

o a 30-minute presentation to the federal open data group may be a possibility and 

of much interest to that group 

 

 Data 

o Some GICC priority datasets are not accessible through NC OneMap; search and 

discovery outside of NC OneMap is required 

o Integration of local data into statewide compilations (e.g., parcels), and state 

agency development of statewide data (e.g., orthoimagery) are both effective 

approaches to serving complete, consistent data; both approaches require high 

levels of effort 

o Creation of derivative data products (e.g., contours) can require high levels of 

effort 

 

 Applications of geospatial data to answer questions 

o Discovery and access to statewide datasets is achieving part of the vision of NC 

OneMap 

o Web services for orthoimagery and parcels, in particular, are realizing potential 

for accessibility and ease of use and achieving benefits; multiple service formats 

accommodate consumers with various software 

o Data download functions are valuable to consumers 

o NC OneMap could go beyond discovery and access, offering applications that use 

multiple datasets to produce statistics and maps (analyze data and get results 

online) 

o Some consumers may need results that do not include a map 
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o The Open Geospatial Consortium Web Processing Service (WPS) is an interface 

standard that would work on data in the NC OneMap Geospatial Portal (CGIA 

servers) 

o A geocoding service would be used by multiple state agencies to match address 

lists to locations. A service is dependent on data maintenance. 

o NC OneMap could be promoted as a developer’s platform (web services with 

consistent capabilities in a variety of formats); e.g., host an NC OneMap hack-a-

thon.  

  

 Formalization of what is produced by technology / standards 

o Technology needs a framework of standards/rules/conventions/guidelines applied 

to data to realize full benefits of discovery, access, applications, and analysis 

o Web services need formalized capabilities and formats for consistent and effective 

access and applications 

o Datasets not on NC OneMap (CGIA) servers may be discoverable, but CGIA 

cannot produce web services or support web processing from those external 

datasets  

 

 Platform 

o A platform can be built to solve a problem, to meet a requirement; specific 

requirement are needed to build the right platform to fully realize potential 

benefits of NC OneMap   

o One problem identified—data outside of the NC OneMap database (CGIA 

servers) is not accessible with the same capabilities as data from the NC OneMap 

database. Consistency would be required, for example, to apply a web processing 

service to an analysis for the Department of Revenue involving data served by 

multiple agencies. 

o Esri’s Open Data application is a potential solution for making NC OneMap 

easier to use for more consumers to meet longtime requirements; the Open Data 

application requires that all discoverable data be part of an ArcGIS Online for 

Organizations (AGOL) group. To enable that for NC OneMap, the state would 

need to require all data hosts to use AGOL.   

o NC.GOV, GDAC, and open data concepts highlight the need for geospatial data 

to be integrated with nc.gov to be a fully discoverable, accessible statewide 

resource.  

o A framework is essential for geospatial data to plug into other statewide efforts. 

 

 Funding  

o Full funding for NC OneMap, a goal of the State Chief Information Officer’s GIS 

Report (2014), needs to be defined and tied to specific vision and concepts. 

o Requirements relate to the technology, data, applications, standards, and platform 

discussed above. 

 

Other observations: the new Department of Information Technology may make data acquisition 

for enterprise access more efficient. GDAC did not receive additional funding beyond what it 
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uses for coordinating numerous projects and programs under its purview; the Council will 

continue its statewide role within the new department.  

 

A state address standard is under discussion. The AddressNC dataset is consistent. Address 

points (not people) are valuable for many purposes including Census 2020.   

 

Also, private service providers are applying data from NC OneMap to services for local 

governments and other private businesses; the more information we can get about those uses the 

better. Comments from data consumers tend to come from state and local GIS professionals, with 

less feedback from private business users.  

 

4. Coordination of state collection of local government data 

Tom Morgan and John Farley have coordinated collection of municipal boundary data from all 

100 counties. NCDOT is committed to maintaining municipal boundaries, modifying what the 

unit has done with Powell Bill boundaries. However, this could become a responsibility of NC 

OneMap given adequate staffing to take on more data maintenance. The Department of Revenue 

needs better data for point of sale locations, and sales tax revenue distribution to jurisdictions. 

The Division of Motor Vehicles found that other local government boundaries are valuable to 

state programs as well. For example, fire districts are useful for state insurance, emergency 

management, 911 response, and more.  

 

Ideally, local governments would report/submit multiple geospatial datasets to one state agency 

for multiple purposes. Being more efficient and saving money are achievable. Compensation of 

local governments could be part of a collaboration, supported by new or modified legislation.  

 

5. Future Meetings 

October 19 

November 16 

 

The meeting adjourned at 3:00 PM. 


